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CHAPTER 20

Summary Account of the Timing of Inventory
investment Cycles

'Ve can now draw' together the essential elements regarding thetiming of turning points in inventory investment, its explanation,and interpretation.
The first question is how total inventory investment behaves.For an answer one has to depend upon the unsatisfactory

indica.tions of annual data. These tell as clear a story as such data can.In both current and constant prices total investment reached itspeaks and troughs in the same years as general business at 7 of the50 turns between the two world wars. Investment by manufactur-ers did the same, and investment by retailers and wholesalers didso at 8 out of so turns. The few investment turns that did not co-incide with those in business were evenly divided between leadsand lags.
As they stand these figures suggest that inventory investmenttends neither to lead nor to lag behind the turning points of busi-ness cycles. The possibility that there is a regular tendency tolead or to lag by a short interval is not precluded. But our testsindicate that when annual data covering 5 cycles fail to indicatea lead or lag, the actual lead or lag, if any, will rarely be longerthan, say, 3 months. If we take into consideration a certain biasdue to the process of price correction on which the estimates arebased, a short lead seems more likely than a short lag, but we can-not be sure.

This finding, though necessarily imprecise, is of great interest.It suggests that the common assumption that stocks are kept at aconstant ratio to output and sales may be invalid. Were inventory-output and inventory-sales ratios constant, cycles in inventory in-
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TIMING OF INVENTORY INVESTMENT CYCLES

vestment would coincide with cycles in the rate of change in sales
and output. It seems plausible to suppose, however, that the rate
of change in output reaches its maxima and minima before the
peaks and troughs of business. If, as it seems, inventory investment
turns within a very short interval of the turns in business, it prob-
ably lags behind the rate of change in output.

This probability was confirmed by a study of rates of change
in both aggregate and manufacturing output. The rate of growth
or decline in aggregate output seems to have retarded markedly
and regularly long before the peaks and troughs ofbusinessoften
during the first half of expansions or contractions. These retarda-
tions have sometimes been followed by periods of renewed accel-
eration, but the subsequent peaks in the rate of growth or decline
have rarely been as pronounced as the original. Inventory invest-
ment, in contrast, is near its trough when expansion begins and, at
least in annual series, sweeps up smoothly to a peak near a busi-
ness peak, then smoothly down to a trough near a business trough.

Further study of the rate of change in manufacturing produc-
tion confinned these general conclusions and added some interest-
ing detail. During contractions output tends to decline at an in-
creasingly rapid pace until about the middle of the phase, after
which a period of retardation sets in. During expansions the rate of
growth behaves less regularly. At the beginning of the phase out-
put has usually been growing rapidly, then more slowly. Retarda-
tion has sometimes characterized the remainder of the phase but
often it has been followed by a renewed spurt that sometimes
brought the rate of growth in output to levels as high as or higher
than those at the beginning of expansion.

These observations about the timing of inventory investment
have an important bearing on the course and character of busi-
ness cycles. If inventory-output ratios remained constant and in-
ventory investment moved synchronously with, and in proportion
to, the rate of change in output, inventory investment would rise
more rapidly at the beginning of expansions and fall more rapidly

at the beginning of contractions than it does. This would make the
curves of output and income in the opening stages of cyclical re-

coveries and recessions more precipitous than they are. When the
retardation of output growth sets in, inventory investment would
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drop and tend to bring the business expansion to an end. Similarly,when the retardation of output decline sets in during
contractioninventory liquidation would drop and tend to bring on a revivalof business. Continued growth in inventory investment during cx.pansions and continued decline during contractions after Outputgrowth or decline begins to retard means that it acts to Prolong theupward and downward swings of business. It may be said, there.

fore, that the lag of inventory investment behind the rate of changein output serves to moderate and to lengthen business expansiomand contractions. These, of course, are tendencies. How influentialthe behavior of inventories is depends upon the magnitude of in-ventory investment changes compared with those in other cate-gories of expenditure__the subject of Chapter2 i.
Study of the behavior of total inventory investment and itsmajor components leaves us with two solid findings: first, inven.tory investment turns near business cycle turns; secondly, it tendsto lag behind the peaks and troughs in the rate of change in output.Several problems remain. One concerns the precise timing of in-vestment. Is it actually synchronous with business cycle turns ordoes it tend to lead or to lag by a short interval? Secondly, doesplanned investment move in the same way as observed investment?A third problem arises with respect to the causes of fluctuations ininvestment. Why does it lag behind the rate of change in outputand turn near the turns in business? To help answer these ques-dons, we examine the evidence on the movements of investmentin manufacturers' stocks.

From the viewpoint of cyclical behavior, inventories held bymanufacturers are not homogeneous The study of inventory cyclesin Part Two indicated the necessity for distinguishing four majorclasses: goods in process, raw materials, finished goods made toorder, and finished goods sold from stock. Their behavior differsbecause the motives that control inventory policy vary. %'ithintwo, raw materials and finished goods sold from stock, still furtherdistinctions are required. These stem from the fact that amongmanufacturers of different types of commodity the ability to con-trot the rate at which materials are received or produced varies.Moreover, not all commodities can be stored in the same degree.These differences are reflected in the cyclical behavior of stocks.
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They led us to distinguish raw materials purchased from other do-
mestic manufacturers or dealers from agricultural products pur-
chased from producers or any type of imports that must be pur-
chased long before they are to be used. Manufacturers' receipts of
goods m the former class can be rapidly adjusted to changes in cur-
rent requirements. Their receipts in the latter class cannot be ad-
justed promptly. Again, among finished goods sold from stock we
have to distinguish goods made from agricultural materials that
cannot well be stored in crude form from goods made from other
materials. Fabrication of the former is heavily influenced, if not
controlled, by haphazard changes in supply, which in turn affects
stocks of finished goods. Production of goods made from other ma-
terials follows changes in demand. Finally, there is a distinction to
be made between finished durables and nondurables. The first may
be stored for long periods; and the inventory-sales ratio may be
allowed to vary widely. The second must be sold promptly; and
the inventory-sales ratio must be kept fairly stable.

These distinctions are as essential to an understanding of inven-
tory investment cycles as they are for inventory cycles. As we have
seen, the cyclical behavior of inventory investment differs signifi-
icantly from class to class. However, the characteristic features
of investment in each class were more difficult to establish than
were those of inventory cycles because cycles in the rate of change
in inventories are more variable. This, of course, was only to be ex-
pected. The first differences in any series that does not move con-
tinuously are bound to follow a less steady course than their cumu-
lative counterpart. To illustrate: small fluctuations in the amount
by which, say, receipts exceed the consumption of a raw material
cause the rate of inventory investment to turn although inventories
continue upward. This additional element of volatility aggravates
the difficulties of using small samples of series covering short peri-
ods. The significant tendencies in the data, which would doubtless
be revealed if the records were comprehensive, are often masked
by random movements in the few commodities for which we have
records. Generaliration has, therefore, been more difficult with re-
spect to cycles in investment than in inventories. I shall, however,
summarize the main suggestions I believe the study yields. For this
purpose, I neglect certain minor groups of stocks which appear to

463iNG OP INVENTORY INVESTMENT CYCLES
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behave irregularly during business cycles, and confine
attention toclasses whose action seems to shape the regular pattern of manu.facturers' total investment.

i Goods in Process and Finished Goods Made to OrderThese two groups, which together account for 25 to 30 Percent ofmanufacturers' stocks, may conveniently be considered together.For neither is any useful amount of data available. But both areclosely tied to manufacturing production. If more goods are to beproduced, more must flow through the fabricating process. Andwhen goods are made to order, they are generally deliveredpromptly. They remain in stock during the time required for pack-ing and to arrange transportation and, if delivery is to the pur.chaser's location, during the time required for shipment. If weignore seasonal factors and changes in the composition of output,the inventory-output ratio should remain approximately constantIf it does, the absolute changes in inventories should be approxi-mately proportional to those in production. As explained in Chap-ter 15, investment in goods in process should tend to lead the rateof change in output. By the same token, investment in goods madeto order should tend to lag behind the rate of change in output Inboth instances, however, the differences in timing between changesin investment and in output, at least on the average for all manu-facturing, are so small that they may safely be neglected for pres-ent purposes.
With the information now available, we can best judge themovements of inventory investment in these categories f mm thecyclical pattern of the rate of change in output. From the view-point of cyclical timing, the problem was to determine thebehaviorof the rate of change in output, and one purpose of the detailedstudy of rates of change in manufacturing was to ascertain thecyclical pattern of investment in stocks of goods in process and infinished goods made to order.

Translated into terms of inventory investment, our observatioiabout the cyclical pattern of changes in output imply that investinent in goods in process and in finished goods made to orderusu-ally reach peaks and troughs long before business activity. Not in-frequently, however, inventory investment in these categoiiestW1

CHAPTER
TWENTY
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up again just before the peak of business. Before business troughs,
a reversal of this sort is not characteristic of investment.

2 Raw Materials
For reasons explained in Chapters 9, 10, and i6, manufacturers
try to maintain a fairly constant ratio between their stocks of raw
materials and the rate at which they are consumed in production.
If we could assume that they are completely successful, we could
use the rate of change in output as an indicator of investment, just
as we did in the case of goods in process and finished goods made
to order. But such an assumption is obviously invalid. &causc a
period, more or less long, elapses between an order for supplies and
delivery, manufacturers must foresee their requirements for raw
materials some time ahead. The order-delivery interval is indeed
short for most raw materials. Even so, errors are inevitable. And
whether the errors of manufacturers offset one another is uncer-
tain. Much depends upon the size of the individual errors and, even
more, on whether all or most manufacturers make errors of the
same sort at the same time. Such points can hardly be settled by
general reasoning. It appeared, therefore, that in the absence of
direct observation, no useful statement could be made about the
relation between output and inventory investment.

In this situation, it is especially unfortunate that records on
stocks of raw materials arc so scarce. The results they yield are
badly in need of more empirical support. But as far as they go,
they suggest the following conclusions.
i) For commodities supplied under conditions allowing manu-
facturers quickly to adjust receipts to requirements, the rate of
change in stocks of raw materials is positively correlated with the
rate of change in output in the industry using the materials. De-
spite errors that presumably affect the individual firm's decisions
about purchases, this relation emerged clearly from comparisons
between the stocks and rates of fabrication of three raw materials
of this charactercotton, silk, and hides. Since about 75 percent
of the raw materials used by manufacturers are procured under
conditions similar to those that characterize our small sample, it
is arguable that inventory investment in raw materials is positively
correlated with the rate of change m output m most Amencan in-

.



dustry. Indeed, among manufacturers as a whole, this tendtshould stand forth all the more sharply. The chance ern of pre-diction by individual manufacturers are more likely to offset oneanother. And the forces making for manufacturers'
errors are lclikely to operate in the same direction in different industries thanin a single industry.

A positive relation between investment and the rate of changeinoutput for this major fraction of raw materials is not the sank asa synchronous relation between investment and the rate of changein output for all raw materials. It is, indeed, two steps removtJ.First, inventory investment probably lags behind the rate ofchange in output even in the case of materials for which manufac-.turers can quickly adjust receipts to requirements. This is plausibleif we assume that manufacturers judge their future requirementsby recent experience. An upturn in the rate of increase in outputwould not then be matched immediately by an upturn in the rateof increase in receipts of materials, and inventories would not im-mediately grow proportionately. But manufacturerswould attemptto eliminate the discrepancy in subsequent periods. Such a tend-ency for investment to lag was apparent in the case of silk stocks,though not in those of cotton and hides. As pointed out in Chap-ter 57, however, lags might well have been discovered even forcotton and hides were we in a position to make timing measure-ments on a finer scale. Moreover, since our three materials are allprocured from dealers who hold stocks ready for delivery, the in-terval between order and receipt is especially short. It would lxlonger and the tendency to lag presumably more marked if we haddata for materials purchased from other manufacturers, particu-lady from manufacturers whose goods are usually made to oTderrather than sold from stock.
'Fhere is reason, therefore, to expect investment to lag behindthe rate of change in output even when materials are procuredunder conditions that permit a fairly rapid adjustment of receiptsto requirements. As pointed out above, however, not all materiaare obtained under such favorable conditions. Examples of ma-terials whose supply cannot promptly be adjusted to requureflUtindicate that the lag of investment behind the rate of change in out-put in the industries using the materials is very long. Peak rates of
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TIMING OF INVENTORY INVESTMENT CYCLES 467

accumulation, indeed, usually lag behind the peak in output itself
as well as in the rate of change in output. They come, that is, dur-
ing contractions in output. Peak rates of inventory liquidation gen-
erally follow revivals of output. For such materials, therefore, in-
ventory investment tends to be rising In the period just before out-
put reaches its peak and to be falling just before output reaches
its low point. Such behavior by this minor fraction of raw materials
reinforces the shorter lag in the major fraction.

All this leaves us uncertain, within a considerable range, about
the timing of investment in raw materials relative to the turns in
general business. If investment kept pace with the change in out-
put, it would tend to lead business turns by a long interval, perhaps
as much as half a phase on the average. In the past a lead of this
length has been a fairly regular characteristic of the rate of change
in output relative to business cycle troughs. In expansions the rate
of increase in output has usually reached a maximum long before
the business peak, but it has sometimes gone to a second peak in
the last quarter of expansion. As stated, however, investment in
stocks of raw materials probably tends to lag behind the rate of
change in output. To this degree, of course, the lead of invest-
ment in raw materials relative to business turns must be shorter
than the lead of the rate of change in output. How much shorter
it is impossible now to estimate and almost futile to guess. Mean-
while, let us recall that a lead of half a phase, that is, two 'stages'
in National Bureau terminology, amounts to about 13 months in
the average expansion and about io months in the average con-
traction. A lag of investment in raw materials behind the rate of
change in output of even 6 months would still leave this class of
investment leading business turns by several months. This, of
course, is presumably subject to considerable irregularity, especially
near business peaks, corresponding to the irregularity in the timing
of turns in the rate of change in output.

Finished Goods

Of the 40 percent of all manufacturers' finished goods stocks, be-
tween an eighth and a quarter are made to order. Investment in
them, as we have seen, fluctuates like that in goods in process.

Another small class are finished goods sold from stock whose
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production cycles arc influenced mainly from the side of supply.The chief cyclical characteristic of investment in this class i jtirregularity. It cannot be important in explaining the typicalcyclical pattern of aggregate investment in manufacturm' stock.Still a third small category consists of goods sold from stockwhose production cycles are governed principally by changes indemand but which, for one reason or another, are perishable Evi-dence about the behavior of this group is almost whollylacking, butgeneral reasoning suggests that since the goods are perishable theymust be disposed of promptly; wide variations in the inventory.sales ratio could not be long tolerated. If so, the rate of change inoutput is again a good guide to the cyclical behavior of investment.But once more it seems plausible that manufacturers will not beable to predict sales accurately enough to modify their holdingsof stocks simultaneously with changes in sales. On the contrary,changes in the rate of increase in sales willprobably be followed bychanges in the rate of increase in output only after an interval,andappropriate changes in stocks will occur somewhat laterstill. Thit seems reasonable to think that investment in this class of fin-ished goods lags behind the rate of change in output by a shoitperiod, much in the same way as in the case of investment in rawmaterials.
Whatever the value of this suggestion, it applies to only a smallclass of stocksin all likelihood less than 5 percent of all manu-facturers' inventories. Because of the nature of the goods, onlysmall stocks can be kept relative to sales. And to reduce still fuiiherthe risk of inventory losses, many perishable goods industries pro-duce to order rather than to stock.

There remains a last important class of finished goods sold fromstockdurable staples whose production cycles are governed bychanges in demandconstituting between 20 and 25 percent ofmanufacturers' stocks. According to the rather good sample ofsuch goods for which records are available, it appears that whenshipments turn down after the peak of business, investment 1eaup sharply. (I am writing here in the relative sense in which a de-cline in the rate of liquidation is equivalent to an increase in ac-cumulation.) Manufacturers, presumably caught off guard by anunexpected cyclical decline in sales, were unable to reduce their
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TIMING 0! INVENTORY INVESTMENT CYCLES 49
rate of fabrication soon enough. During at least the early months of
most contractions, the rate of accumulation of stocks increases,
then levels off. A point m doubt is whether a downturn in invest-
ment begins before the trough in business. The marked indications
of such a downturn in long contractions, those of three years or
longer, are consistent with the finding that in long contractions the
peak m stocks of this type Is reached well before the upturn in
business (Ch. i i). There are good reasons, moreover, for expect-
ing such a downturn in the last part of shorter phases. The stocks
that continue to accumulate during contraction, first because the
downturn of shipments is not expected, later because manufactur-
ers choose to keep their production from falling as far and fast as
their sales, must become an increasing burden on the companies
holding them. The motive to reduce the rate at which stocks pile
up, if not to begin liquidation, must become stronger and stronger.
Finally, there is evidence that toward the end of a business con-
traction but before the trough, the number of industries whose
production is falling diminishes, the number whose production is
rising increases. This undoubtedly reflects an increase in the sales
of some industries. And when sales increase, the rate of accumu-
lation of finished goods drops sharply. The fact that the number
of industries in which this may be presumed to occur grows in the
last stage of contraction bolsters the presumption that during this
period the aggregate rate of accumulation of these stocks by manu-
facturers tends to fall.

There are then good reasons for expecting such a decline. But
however good the argument, the fact is that our sample does not
dearly support such an hypothesis. As far as contractions of short
and moderate length are concerned, the matter remains in doubt.

All these observations may be repeated for business expansions.
The upturn is accompanied by a sharp reduction in inventory in-
vestment. The downward movement continues for some months,
then levels off. In long expansions the rate of liquidation falls be-
fore the peak in business, then accumulation begins. But in short
or moderately long expansions, the evidence that investment turns
up before the peak of business is passed is doubtful.
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4 Pattern of Total Investment
We arc now in a position to offer a partial explanation of the cyc.lical behavior of manufacturers' inventory investmentits tend.ency to lag behind the rate of change in output and reach IUInIJgpoints in the neighborhood of the turning points of busine cycles.For we can see, at least roughly, the diverse behavior of the majorcomponents of total investment, establish their appm,jfl

sizeand identify the motives and technical Conditiop that account fortheir cyclical movement. There are serious gaps, but the accounttakes us a considerable distance. I shall attempt a highly summar.ized statement in terms of movements during a busin contrac.tion With some exceptions the account for expansions Would fol-low the same lines except that the direction of inventory movementwould be reversed.
i) In the opening stage of a contraction, investment in goods inprocess and in finished goods made to order, together accowingfor 25-30 percent of all manufacturers' holdings, falls rapidly. Thisrapid drop is a simple concomitant of the sharp reduction in outputto which stocks are technically bound.

Investment in raw materials, about o percent of the total, falliless rapidly. Manufacturers in general would like to decrease theirstocks of raw materials in rough proportion to the decline in thevolume of business, but for many reasons cannot. A cyclical down-turn in sales seems to catch businessmen unawares. Even if theybegin to reduce their orders for supplies immediately, a period ofvarying length intervenes between order and delivery. The inter-val may vary from a few days to many months depending uponthe distance a manufacturer is from his source of supplies, on themode of transportation, and on the speed with which supplienfill orders. In addition, manufacturers are likely to hesitate at fimtabout altering the voluie of their purchas, since they are uncer-tain, at the moment of recession, about the course of businestSome manufacturers finally, are bound by long term commit-ments made when the outlook was brighter. These will be canceledif possible, but often they will prevent a reduction in receipts ofmaterials for a long time. As a result, stocks of raw materials con-tinue to rise during the first or 4 montJ of contraction, thoughat a declining rate, and then are reduced only gradually.
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Offsetting these declines in investment in the first stage of con-
traction is a rapid increase in investment in finished durables sold
from stock. Most such goods are produced in industries in which
output is governed principally by changes in demand. (Finished
goods of this sort are perhaps 20-25 percent of manufacturers'
total stocks.) Again, a decline in business finds manufacturers un-
prepared. Their sales and shipments drop before they can reduce
their output. And when they do reduce it, they do so less rapidly
than shipments are falling. Manufacturers apparently prefer to
see their stocks of finished goods, which have been largely liqui-
dated in the preceding expansion, pile up rather than curtail their
operations more drastically. As the goods in question are durable
staples, an accumulation of stocks for. the sake of cushioning pro-
duction somewhat from the impact of declining sales can be tol-
erated.

The movement of these four categories of investment presuma-
bly causes a relatively small decline in total investment. I say pre-
sumably because it is a weakness of this account that, with respect
to one hnportant matter, it necessarily proceeds in qualitative
terms. It is impossible, on the basis of the sample data now avail-
able, to measure precisely the relative rates of change in the dif-
ferent categories of stocks. One can say that 2 5-30 percent of the
total fall rapidly, that 40 percent fall slowly, and that another 20-
25 percent rise rapidly. I presume that this means a relatively
slow rise in total stocks. And this is consistent with the general
showing of the comprehensive annual data. But we cannot be cer-
tain until adequate monthly data are available for all the signifi-
cant inventory classes. This is an unavoidable diffIculty which
qwdlfies the account of the early part of contraction and restricts
equally the significance of the remainder of this hypothesis.
2) Liquidation of goods in process and of finished goods made to
order usually increases until about the middle of contraction.
Judging by the rate of decline in output, the trough in these cate-
gories of investment sometimes precedes, sometimes follows the
midpoint, but the rate has usually been higher in the second quar-
ter than in the first and sometimes even higher in the third quarter.

At the same time, the liquidation of raw materials, which lagged
in the early months of contraction, begins to proceed more rapidly.
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The accumulation or slow liquidation in the first quarter gives rito redundant inventories rdative to the smaller Volume of bui.ness, and manufactur are driven to curtail their orders Iflodrastically. Finally, the rate of accumulation of flnishcj goods, jfit does not fall off, at least does not continue to increase much.There is, consequently, clear indication that the pace of inventliquidation accelerates in the middle quarters of Cofltractjo; atleast until output begins to decline less rapidly.
3) At some point in the last half of contraction output begins tofall at a Slower pace. This may sometimes happen even before themidpoint, but, in any event, rarely later than the end of the thirdor the beginning of the fourth quarter. When it occurs, liquklatjof goods in process and of finished goods made to order also be-gins to fall. Investment in these goods, in the relative sense in whichwe use the term, rises, but is countered by investrn in the othertwo major groups. Because manufacturers do not foresee changesin the pace of business far enough in advance, investment in rawmaterials, the largest single group, probably continues to fall fora few months after the rate of decline in output begins to moderattAnd because the stocks of finished goods, which have been pilingup since the beginning of the phase, become increasingly hca,manufacturers at least check the increase in their rate of accumu-lation. If the phase is long enough and prior accumulations hea%yenough, liquidation may even start. Thus for a few months afterthe rate of decline in output begins to diminish, inventory invest-ment in the aggregate probably Continues to fall.4) The preceding analysis explains in brief why inventory invest-ment declines from the beginning of contraction until near theend; also why it tends to lag behind the rate of change in out-put. But it fails to settle a final question. Does aggregate investmentturn up shortly before the revival of business and so help accountfor the upturn? Annual estimates cannot provide the answer andwhen we turn to monthly data, we are left equally uncertain.Investment in goods in process and in finished goods made to ordercertainly tends to rise in the later months of contraction becausethe peak in the rate of decline in output is usually passed stillearlier. More doubtful is the case of raw materials. Since invest-ment in raw materials probably lags behind the rate of change
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in output, it may still be declining at the end of contraction. This
is the more likely the later the rate of change in output turns up.It is le likely if the rate of change in output turns up early in con-
traction, as it sometimes does. But even if investment in raw ma-
terials begins to rise, the behavior of investment in finished goodsis open to question. In long contractions stocks finally become so
heavy that either liquidation begins or the rate of accumulation
falls before the end of the phase. The same may be true of the
somewhat shorter contractions than the 3-year phases I have been
calling 'long'. These declines in investment, when they occur, act
to offset the increases in the other categories.

I conclude, therefore, that the behavior of investment toward
the very end of contraction is highly uncertain. It is determined
partly by the lead in the rate of change in output, which varies
from cycle to cycle, and partly by the movement of investment in
finished goods, which depends upon the length of the phase.
5) The above analysis assumes implicitly that aggregate invest-
ment falls in a smooth curve to its trough, then rises. This assump-
tion cannot be confirmed by annual data, and, if it is invalid, an-
other hypothesis is open to us. Let us suppose that the tendency,
such as it is, for investment in finished goods to fall before business
reaches a trough is not sufficient to offset the increase in investment
(decline in the rate of liquidation) in stocks of goods in process,
finished goods made to order, and raw materials. Aggregate in-
vestment in inventories would then begin to rise before business
reached a trough. This tendency may nevertheless be concealed
in annual data by events immediately following the business
trough. When sales start to rise, there is always a sharp drop in
the rate of accumulation of finished goods and a beginning of
rapid liquidation. It seems likely also that stocks of raw materials
drop rapidly for a short time. In both cases, the reduction m in-
vestment may be due to the failure of manufacturers to foresee the
rise in sales and to prepare for it by increasing production of fin-
ished goods and purchases of raw materials. The result is that ag-
gregate inventory investment in the year of the business cycle
trough is reduced by involuntary disinvestment after the
(monthly) trough has passed, though it may have been rising due
to a planned decline in liquidation before the trough. If this pos..
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sibility should be confirmed, and it is not inconsistent with thepresent evidence, planned inventory investment may be one cauof cyclical revival, though the process is concealed in annual data.6) During expansions there is a further element of uncertaiinyAlthough the rate of change in output usually reaches a high pointin the early part of the phase, then recedes, it has sometimestended to rise again in the last quarter of expansion. Other thingsbeing equal, this should reduce the oCCasions when investment inmanufacturers' inventories leads a downturn compared with theoccasions on which it leads upturns.

Despite its many gaps and inadequacies, this dccount helps to es-
tablish and explain two significant aspects of the dynamics of busi-ness cycles: the approximate synchronism between business cyclesand inventory investment and the lag of inventory investment be.hind the rate of change in output. For the latter, two generaj fac-
tors are responsible: One is the varying interval required for dedsion, for liquidation of past commitments, and for purchase, pro-duction, and transportation before a change in the rate of out-
put and sales is reflected in the volume of investment in raw ma-
terials inventories. The other is the attempt of manufactur tocushion the impact of changes in sales on production by tolerating
large counter-cyclical changes in the stock of finished goods. Withmore adequate data, these qualitative conclusions may be given
more precision, and the moot question settled whether inventoryinvestment regularly operates to initiate revivals and recessions ofbusiness at large.




